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FESTIVE VISION
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ORCHESTRATIONS:

PICCOLO
2 FLUTES
2 OBOES
  ENGLISH HORN
  CLARINET in Eb
2 CLARINETs in Bb
  BASS CLARINET in Bb
2 BASSOONS
  DOUBLE BASSOON

3 TRUMPETS in C
3 HORNS in F
3 TROMBONES
  TUBA

TIMPANI in \( \frac{4}{4} \)

PERCUSSION:
  VIBRAPHONE
  BELLS
  CYMBALS
  SIDE DRUM
  BASS DRUM
  TRIANGLE
  WOOD BLOCKS
  3 CHINESE BLOCKS
  3 TAM-TAMS

CELESTA
2 HARPS
  PIANO

STRINGS

Dur.: 9'
Dedicated to the architects of the Heichal Hatarbut, Tel Aviv

FESTIVE VISION
FOR SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (1959)

Moderato $\frac{m}{4} = 84$
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